
2000 June 15VLBA Sienti� Memorandum 24:Strategies for Phase Referening with the VLBAJ. M. Wrobel, R. C. Walker, and J. M. BensonNational Radio Astronomy Observatory,P.O. Box O, Soorro, New Mexio 87801jwrobel�nrao.edu, walker�nrao.edu, jbenson�nrao.eduandA. J. BeasleyNational Radio Astronomy Observatory,520 Edgemont Road, Charlottesville, Virginia 22903tbeasley�nrao.eduABSTRACTStrategies for phase referening with the VLBA are reommended. These strategiesover the proposal, observation, and orrelation stages.Subjet headings: astrometry { atalogs { radio ontinuum { tehniques: interferometri1. INTRODUCTIONPhase-referened observations with the VLBA have two key advantages over pure self-alibrationtehniques. First, weaker target soures an be observed beause the e�etive oherene time isinreased from minutes to hours. This greatly inreases the number of target soures available tothe VLBA, inluding, for example, gamma-ray bursts (Taylor et al. 1999b), quiesent radio stars(Beasley & G�udel 2000), Seyfert galaxy nulei (Wrobel 2000), and soures in seleted sky pathes(Garrington, Garrett, & Polatidis 1999). Seond, the position of the target soure an be measuredaurately relative to the phase referene soure. This permits registration of VLBA images withthose from other instruments, as well as registration of VLBA movie frames spanning days to yearsand yielding, for example, proper motions of pulsars (Fomalont et al. 1999), masers (van Langeveldeet al. 1999), or soures in the Galati Center (Reid et al. 1999). Phase referening is urrently usedin 30-50% of VLBA observations. This popularity stems both from the two ompelling advantagesjust mentioned, as well as an end-to-end implementation of phase referening on the VLBA.



{ 2 {All phase-referened observations with the VLBA involve a phase alibrator (the alibratorhereafter) and a target soure (the target hereafter). The VLBA supports three styles of phasereferening, ommonly alled the nodding style (Beasley & Conway 1995), the in-beam style (Fo-malont 1995), and the spetral-line style (Reid 1999; Herrnstein et al. 1998). The nodding andin-beam styles involve alibrators and targets that are separate soures, eah of whih an be a lineor ontinuum soure. The spetral-line style involves phase referening a weak line or ontinuumtarget to a strong line feature in the same soure, and is not disussed further.Desriptions of both the nodding and in-beam styles will employ the seleted VLBA parametersin Table 1, whih follow the notation used by (Wrobel 1999):Col. 1: Observing frequeny �.Col. 2: FWHM primary beam �FWHM of an antenna.Col. 3: Reommended swithing time �s, de�ned in the following paragrah, for the nodding style.Col. 4: Reorded bandwidth ��128REC for 4-level (2-bit) sampling of a single polarization for reord-ings at the VLBA's sustainable aggregate bit rate of 128 Mbps.Col. 5: Fringe-�t interval �� for a alibrator observation, where fringe-�tting means solving forthe phase, rate, and delay.Col. 6: Baseline sensitivity �S128 for a single polarization in �� .Col. 7: Total integration time tint of the target observations.Col. 8: Image sensitivity �I128m for a single polarization given ��128REC and tint.Col. 9: FWHM synthesized beam �FWHM of a uniformly-weighted image. A phase-referened tar-get is often weak and therefore imaged with natural, not uniform, weighting that optimizesimage sensitivity but degrades image resolution. However, other weighting shemes an be ap-plied that slightly degrade sensitivity but ahieve lose to uniform resolution (Briggs, Shwab,& Sramek 1999).In the nodding style, the array nods between the alibrator and the target, and the orrelatorproesses the observations one. The nodding is haraterized by a swithing time �s, de�nedas the time interval between the enter of suessive alibrator observations; and by a swithingangle �s, de�ned as the angular distane between the alibrator and target. The orrelator modelsboth the geometry of the array and at least some aspets of the atmosphere above eah antennain the array. Post-proessing software is used to alibrate the amplitudes of both alibrator andtarget observations using traditional tehniques. Other software is used to solve for the phase,rate, and delay of eah alibrator observation, and then to interpolate those alibrator phases,perhaps assisted by the rates, to derive phases appropriate for the interleaved target observations.



{ 3 {The alibrated omplex visibilities from the target observations are then weighted and invertedto yield a synthesis image of the target, as phase referened to the alibrator. Figure 1 shows aVLBA nodding example at an observing frequeny � = 8:4 GHz (Wrobel 2000). The top panelshows the position of the alibrator J1419+2706 relative to that of the target NGC5548. Theserelative positions are greater than the antenna's primary beam �FWHM at frequeny � = 8:4 GHz(Table 1, Col. 2), so the array was nodded through the swithing angle �s = 2Æ. A swithing timeof �s = 300 s was used, based on a target observation lasting 180 s being braketed by alibratorobservations eah lasting 120 s. The alibrator was strong enough to be deteted in a 120-s fringe-�tinterval given the VLBA baseline sensitivity, whih was p2 better than that quoted in Column 6of Table 1 beause twie the sustainable reording rate was used. The bottom panel in Figure 1shows the naturally-weighted synthesis image of the 2-mJy target NGC5548, as phase referenedto the alibrator J1419+2706.In the in-beam style, the array simultaneously observes the alibrator and the target beauseboth �t within the primary beam of a VLBA antenna. The orrelator proesses the observationstwie, one at the alibrator position and one at the target position. Subsequent post-proessingsteps are similar to the nodding style. Figure 2 shows a VLBA in-beam example at an observingfrequeny � = 0:33 GHz (Taylor et al. 1999a). The top panel shows the alibrator J1252+5634position relative to that of the target Mrk 231. These relative positions are less than the antenna'sprimary beam �FWHM at frequeny � = 0:33 GHz (Table 1, Col. 2). Thus both soures weresimultaneously observed, e�etively reduing the swithing time to �s = 0 s. However, two orre-lation passes were needed, one at the position of J1252+5634 and one at the position of Mrk 231,with these two positions de�ning a swithing angle �s = 360 = 0:6Æ. Despite some primary beamattenuation, the alibrator was strong enough to be deteted in a 60-s fringe-�t interval given thetabulated VLBA baseline sensitivity (Table 1, Col. 6). The bottom panel shows the synthesis imageof the 150-mJy target Mrk 231, as phase referened to the alibrator J1252+5634.Strategies for suessful phase referening, as in the examples in Figures 1 and 2, follow fromknowing what fators limit phase referening as implemented on the VLBA. Setion 2 brieydesribes those limiting fators, emphasizing that the swithing angle �s is set by angular phasevariations, the swithing time �s for the nodding style is set by temporal phase variations, and theorigin of phase variations with both angle and time depend strongly on the observing frequeny�. Setion 3 reommends strategies for phase referening, overing the proposal, observation, andorrelation stages. Ulvestad (2000) provides reipes for alibrating phase-referened observationsin AIPS.The strategies overed in this doument typially provide relative positions good to a about1 mas. It is possible to do muh better using speial observing tehniques. For example, geodetimethods plus oasional observations overing the sky an improve the troposphere model. Multiplealibrators surrounding the target an also be used to remove atmospheri gradients. Neithermethod has been integrated well into the available postproessing software so they should only beattempted by experiened observers. These methods will not be mentioned further here.



{ 4 {2. LIMITATIONS TO PHASE REFERENCING2.1. General RemarksPhase referening will be limited by model errors remaining after orrelation and initial phasealibration, provided those errors depend on diretion or time (Walker 1999b). Geometri errors,suh as soure and antenna positions, will degrade phase-referened phases by up to the totalerror times the alibrator-target separation �s, expressed in radians. Atmospheri e�ets, inludingontributions from both the troposphere and the ionosphere, sale with the seant of the zenithangle z, whih an be very di�erent at separate VLBA antennas. Errors in models for the statiatmosphere indue errors that sale with the di�erene in se(z) between alibrator and target, andthese an beome signi�ant at high zenith angles even for small swithing angles �s. Atmospheriterms an also vary rapidly in both time and spae, and suh dynami variations will degrade phasereferening done with either too long a swithing time �s or too large a swithing angle �s.2.2. Geometry and CloksA unique atmosphere overlays eah antenna and an independent frequeny standard, or lok,is used at eah antenna. Ignoring the atmosphere and loks, the geometri model urrently usedby the VLBA orrelator should be good to a few entimeters at worst, whih orresponds to lessthan a few turns of phase aross the sky. Beware, however, that the auray of the alibratorposition used at orrelation will limit phase referening. To �rst order the alibrator position errorwill shift the target position by that error. But seond-order e�ets reate phase errors that anlimit dynami range. Simulations suggest that a alibrator position error will limit the dynamirange in the phase referened image, with this limit being about 25 at an observing frequeny� = 8:4 GHz for swithing angle �s = 2Æ and a alibrator position error of 10 mas (Beasley &Conway 1995). Modern loks themselves are not muh of a problem beause they do not hangewith pointing position; their long-term variations an be traked, and orreted, with alibratorobservations; and their short-term variations are generally smaller than the atmospheri variations.2.3. AtmosphereThe unique atmosphere above eah antenna is the dominant soure of errors when phasereferening. Thus to estimate when phase referening an be done and with what parameters, theproperties of both the stati and the dynami atmosphere must be understood. Further details anbe found in Thompson, Moran, & Swenson (1986), Beasley & Conway (1995), and Sovers et al.(1998).



{ 5 {2.3.1. Stati and Dynami TroposphereThe lower few kilometers of the Earth's atmosphere are known as the troposphere. The phaseof a monohromati radio signal propagating through the troposphere is delayed relative to anequivalent path through a vauum. The orrelator model applies a priori estimates of propagationdelays through a stati troposphere with two omponents: a hydrostati omponent whih dependson the antenna's latitude and height above the geoid, plus the season; and a wet omponentwhih depends on the antenna's latitude (Niell 1996). At zenith, the dry troposphere ontributesabout 2 m of exess path delay, while the wet omponent an ontribute up to about 0.3 m. Thepropagation delay through the wet troposphere is highly dynami, however, due to rapid variationsin its preipitable water vapor. This motivated Treuhaft & Lanyi (1987) to model the dynamitroposphere as a frozen sreen haraterized by a rokiness parameter Cn, with the sreen loatedat a sale height Lt � 1 � 2 km and blowing with speed vt � 10 m s�1 over eah antenna. Theorrelator model does not apply any a priori estimates of propagation delay through the dynamitroposphere. Correlator model errors are dominated by tropospheri e�ets at observing frequenies� � 5 GHz.The orrelator model applies a priori estimates of propagation delays through the stati tro-posphere toward the alibrator and the target, separated by a swithing angle �s. This soure pairwill be observed at di�erent zenith angles z at eah antenna. So errors in the model for the statitroposphere indue errors that sale with the di�erene in se(z) between alibrator and target,and these an beome espeially signi�ant at high zenith angles even for small swithing angles�s. This leads to two strategies: minimize the swithing angle �s and avoid high zenith angles z.The dynami troposphere an be espeially limiting when phase referening at high observeringfrequenies �, and those limitations have been extensively studied (Carilli, Carlstrom, & Holdaway1999). What has been learned on the VLA about phase utuations at high frequenies � an alsobe used to understand the VLBA ase. This is beause although VLBA baseline lengths b alwaysexeed the tropospheri sale height Lt, the longest baselines on the VLA are also longer thanthat sale height and so should behave similarly. The haraterizations of phase di�erenes as afuntion of baseline length b, the so-alled phase struture funtion with amplitude C2n, an be usedto understand the di�erenes between the sight-lines to the alibrator and the target, separated bya swithing angle �s. Those lines of sight diverge from the antenna, but are atually rather loseuntil beyond the tropospheri sale height Lt. For �s = 5:7Æ = 0:1 radian, the lines of sight atthe zenith are only 100 m apart at a sale height Lt = 1 km. This small spatial separation withinthe dynami troposphere means that both sightlines experiene the same utuating delay; that is,both are within the same isoplanati path. There is thus no need to seek a smaller �s. But bewarethat the spatial separation within the dynami troposphere an beome large at high zenith angles.The dynami troposphere does strongly onstrain the swithing time �s, however. The struture-funtion analysis of the utuating tropospheri delay (Treuhaft & Lanyi 1987) was used to preditritial swithing times (Beasley & Conway 1995). These preditions were based on the require-



{ 6 {ment that the root-mean-square path variations between suessive alibrator observations wereless than a quarter of the observing wavelength, whih should allow phases to be onneted, with-out 2�-ambiguities, 95% of the time. For typial onditions in the dynami tropospheri, theorypredits that phase referening at zenith angles z � 60 � 70Æ will sueed with swithing times�s � 160 � 440 s at an observing frequeny � = 8:4 GHz and �s � 25 � 30 s at � = 43 GHz(Ulvestad 1999b). Experiene veri�es that phase referening does indeed work with �s = 300 s at� = 8:4 GHz (Taylor et al. 1999b; Beasley & G�udel 2000; Wrobel 2000) and with �s = 30 s at� = 43 GHz (Reid et al. 1999).2.3.2. Stati and Dynami IonosphereThe uppermost omponent of the Earth's atmosphere, the ionosphere, is a region of plasmawithin whih the density peaks at a height of about 350 km, but is widely distribued through heightsfrom 80 to 1000 km. The phase of a radio signal propagating through the ionosphere is advanedrelative to an equivalent path through a vauum, while the group delay is retarded. The delay e�etdepends on the inverse square of the observing frequeny �, and orresponds to a harateristiextra path length of about 2 m at � = 2 GHz, but an vary by an order of magnitude or morebetween day and night, and with the solar yle. By analogy with the tropospere, the propagatione�ets of the ionosphere an be divided into a stati omponent whih is smoothly varying in angleand in time, upon whih is superposed a dynami omponent with irregularities on many temporaland spatial sales.Geodeti measurements using the GPS navigation system are subjeted to similar propagatione�ets and are beginning to be used to generate global models of the stati ionosphere from dayto day, and even within a day (Wilson et al. 1995). These GPS-based modelling tehniques,urrently primitive, are evolving quikly. One they have matured suÆiently it may be feasableto use them at the orrelator to apply a priori estimates of propagation delays through the statiionosphere (Walker & Chatterjee 1999). In the interim, a GPS-based model an be applied as aalibration step (Ulvestad 2000). A statistial model for the dynami ionosphere, analagous tothe Treuhaft & Lanyi (1987) model for the dynami troposphere, has not been developed. Theorrelator model does not apply any a priori estimates of propagation delay through either thestati or dynami ionosphere. This means that orrelator model errors are dominated by ionospherie�ets at observing frequenies � < 5 GHz.Propagation e�ets in the stati ionosphere, as in the stati troposphere, sale with se(z) atzenith angles smaller than about 80Æ. At larger zenith angles these e�ets begin to level o� beauseof the urvature of the Earth and the fat that the main ionospheri e�ets our at an altitude of300-500 km. The delay ontribution is large and unmodelled, so the se(z) dependene an lead tovery large, and problemati, di�erenes between alibrator and target even for a small swithingangle �s between the pair. This leads to two strategies: minimize the swithing angle �s and avoidhigh zenith angles z. The ionosphere is espeially problemati at � = 0.33 and 0.61 GHz, to the



{ 7 {extent that phase referening in the nodding style is unlikely to sueed. Rather, the preferredapproah is the in-beam style whih bene�ts from the large primary beam (Table 1, Col. 2) andthe high density of bakground soures at those frequenies (Fomalont 1995), with the aveat thatadequately ompat soures are required.The passage of aousti-gravity waves through the ionosphere leads to variations in total eletonontent, thus a�eting propagation delay. The most ommon, and thus most important, of theseinvolve medium-sale travelling ionospheri disturbanes. These our at height Li � 400 km withlength sales li � 40 � 160 km and speeds vi � 100 � 200 m s�1 (Perley & Erikson 1984). Thesetraits immediately suggest that observations through a disturbed ionosphere ould require swithingtimes �s short as 200� 400 s and swithing angles �s as small as 5Æ. What does experiene reveal?Early tests with MERLIN at � = 1:7 GHz indiated that, in the majority of irumstanes, phasereferening would sueed for swithing angles �s � 3Æ and swithing times �s � 420 s (Patnaik etal. 1992). At � = 1:4 � 1:7 GHz, phase referening with the VLBA has been shown to be possibleusing a nodding alibrator at �s � 4 � 5Æ and �s = 300 s and to be very reliable with an in-beamalibrator (Chatterjee 1999a,b; Fomalont et al. 1999).For adequately strong soures, the ionosphere an be measured in real time by omparingVLBA delays or, with are, phases measured at two well separated frequenies. For example,Brisken et al. (2000) have demonstrated a new tehnique, based on simultaneous observationsspanning � = 1:4 � 1:7 GHz, to remove ionospheri e�ets from nodding observations of strongtargets. In addition, speial antenna optis allow simultaneous observations at � = 2:3 and 8.4 GHz.The geodeti ommunity routinely uses suh dual-frequeny observations to remove the e�ets ofthe ionosphere from their geodeti and astrometri observations of strong soures.3. STRATEGIES FOR PHASE REFERENCING3.1. Preparing Observing Proposals3.1.1. Styles of Requested TimeThe VLBA aommodates three styles of requested time (�xed, dynami, and target of oppor-tunity) and eah style is ompatible with employing phase referening.3.1.2. Planning Tools for TargetsThe NRAO sheduling software SCHED (Walker 2000) o�ers a tool to display a target's elevationat eah VLBA antenna, useful if the proposer prefers to avoid requesting observations at high zenithangles z. Values of z � 70Æ are ommonly adopted for the reasons disussed in Setion 2, leadingto a request for about 7 elapsed hours for a target at intermediate delinations. That tool an



{ 8 {also display the Sun's elestial position, useful if the proposer prefers to request observations whenportions of the VLBA, usually the innermost antennas in the southwestern states, would be usedduring nighttime. Example plots in blak and white from this tool appear in Figure 3. Colorversions of suh plots an also be made, in whih the antennas are distinguished by a olor ode.3.1.3. Seleting a Swithing Angle �sFigure 4 shows the elestial positions of 2700 andidate phase alibrators in the soure atalog,dated 2000 April 17, in use at the VLBA orrelator and distributed with SCHED. That program anbe used to plot whih andidate alibrators are lose to the elestial position of a target; examplesof suh right asension { delination (RD) plots appear in the top panels of Figures 1 and 2. For thereasons emphasized in Setion 2, it is generally preferable to selet the losest andidate alibratoras the phase alibrator. But this should only be done after on�rming that the losest andidate willbe adequately strong and ompat for VLBA observations. Eletroni arhives of VLBA and VLBIvisibility plots, listed in Table 2 in desending order of size, should be onsulted for this purpose.When mining these arhives, keep in mind that they ontain information on soures that typiallyvary in strength and struture over time. Soure strength issues are disussed in Setion 3.1.4.For the reasons mentioned in Setion 2.2, it is prudent to on�rm that the positional aurayof the losest andidate alibrator is adequate to ahieve the proposal goals. This auray isonveyed visually in the RD plots by symbols and an be quanti�ed by onsulting the followingreferenes:Triangle: 601 soures from surveys by the U.S. Naval Observatory (USNO). Positions usually havetwo-dimensional auraies better than p2� (1� 2) mas (Ma et al. 1998).Diamond: 1819 soures from the Jodrell-Bank VLA Astrometri Survey (JVAS) and suitableas MERLIN alibrators. Positions have two-dimensional auraies of 12 mas in the region35Æ � ÆB1950 � 75Æ (Patnaik et al. 1992); of 14 mas in the region 0Æ � ÆB1950 � 20Æ (Browneet al. 1998); and usually of 55 mas elsewhere in the northern sky (Wilkinson et al. 1998).Square: 280 soures from the VLA Calibrator Manual. Positions have various auraies and someould be in error by more than 150 mas (Perley & Taylor 1999).An aurate soure position servie is administrated by NRAO should an improved position berequired for any andidate alibrator plotted as a diamond or square (Walker 1999a). Requests tothat servie should be made no later than proposal time for positions needed at orrelation time.There are now 2700 andidate alibrators in the soure atalog. E�orts are under way to improvethe JVAS positions through the VLBA Calibrator Survey, to �nd JVAS-like soures in the northernGalati Plane, and to add southern JVAS soures. The soure atalog will be updated as thosee�orts are ompleted.



{ 9 {Those proposing phase referening in the in-beam style should request two passes with theVLBA orrelator, one pass at the position of the target and one pass at the position of the in-beamalibrator. It is best to attempt to identify the in-beam alibrator at the observing proposal stage.Searhes through the soure atalogs and arhives listed above might not yield an appropriate in-beam alibrator, and it may be neessary to obtain a preparatory image of the VLA (= VLBA)primary beam at the observing frequeny of interest, or to searh soure lists from various publishedsky surveys (Condon 1999). It may be also advantageous to propose a ombination of the in-beam and nodding styles, as demonstrated by Fomalont et al. (1999) at observing frequenies� = 1:4� 1:7 GHz. The nodding alibrator an be used to extend signi�antly the solution intervalused to detet the in-beam alibrator, whih an then be used to remove the e�ets of phasegradients between the nodding alibrator and the target. This enables the use of rather weakin-beam alibrators. 3.1.4. Seleting a Swithing Time �sThe swithing time �s for the nodding style is dominated by the dynami troposphere atobserving frequenies � � 5 GHz and by the dynami ionosphere at observing frequenies � <5 GHz.At intermediate observing frequenies � = 1:4�8:4 GHz and under typial atmospheri ondi-tions, experiene indiates that phase referening in the nodding style will sueed with �s = 300 s(Table 1, Col. 3). This swithing time ommonly involves a target observation of 180 s, braketedby alibrator observations eah lasting 120 s. The swithing time inuenes alibrator seletion,beause the alibrator should be detetable with a signal-to-noise ratio muh greater than 10 giventhe reorded bandwidth ��128REC , fringe-�t interval �� = 120 s, and assoiated baseline sensitivity�S128 (Table 1, Cols. 4-6). The swithing time also inuenes the total integration time tint ontarget. For observations on�ned to 7 elapsed hours, as reommended in Setion 3.1.2, about one-half of the time will be spent observing the phase alibrator plus other alibrators (see Setion 3.2).This will leave tint = 3:5 h on target (Table 1, Col. 7), leading to the expeted image sensitivities�I128m (Table 1, Col. 8). At observing frequenies � � 15 GHz even shorter swithing times mustbe used: as a rule, �s is about twie �� (Table 1, Cols. 3, 5), and the poorer antenna performaneat these frequenies leads to worse baseline and image sensitivities (Table 1, Col. 6, 8).At low observing frequenies � = 0:33 � 0:61 GHz and under typial ionospheri onditions,experiene indiates that phase referening will sueed only in the in-beam style. This e�etivelyredues the swithing time to �s = 0 s. For observations on�ned to 7 elapsed hours, as reom-mended in Setion 3.1.2, only about 0.5 h need be spent observing any alibrators (see Setion 3.2).This leaves tint = 6:5 h on target (Table 1, Col. 7). The in-beam alibrator must be strong enoughto be well deteted in a fringe-�t interval �� = 60 s (Table 1, Col. 5) with its poor assoiatedbaseline sensitivity �S128 (Table 1, Col. 6). That poor baseline sensitivity also leads to a poorimage sensitivity (Table 1, Col. 8) despite the longer tint = 6:5 h on target (Table 1, Col. 7).



{ 10 {3.2. Preparing Observing ShedulesShedules for phase-referened observations with the VLBA are usually prepared with SCHED.In the in-beam style, shedules are dominated by long target observations. In the nodding style,the shedules rapidly yle between alibrator and target with a swithing time �s. The followingSCHED ommands ompatly de�ne two elapsed hours for the nodding example with �s = 300 sfeatured in Setion 1:soure = 'J1419+2706' dur = 120 /group 2 repeat 23soure = 'NGC5548' dur = 180 /soure = 'J1419+2706' dur = 120 /Some other fators to keep in mind while sheduling are (Walker 1999b; Wrobel 1999):� Inlude at least two observations, eah lasting four or more minutes, of a fringe �nder soure,and ensure that the fringe �nder is up at all antennas. Without these observations, if thereare any problems at the orrelator, debugging an be very diÆult.� Inlude at least one or two sans on an amplitude hek soure that is strong and has suÆ-iently simple struture to be easy to model or image. This soure will be used to bring theamplitude alibration of all antennas and baseband hannels to the same sale.� Inlude a phase referene hek soure, whih is a phase alibrator near the main phasealibrator that an be used to hek the quality of the phasing on observation day. Seletthis hek soure from a SCHED RD plot, keeping in mind that if the seleted soure has atriangle symbol then its one-dimensional positional auray is better than 1� 2 mas and itan therefore be used as an astrometri hek soure.� If doing spetral line observations, inlude a bandpass alibrator. Often this alibrator ouldalso serve as the amplitude hek soure and/or the fringe �nder.� If doing linear polarization observations, obtain good parallati angle overage on a alibratorat every antenna to determine the instrumental polarization. The phase alibrator mayserve for this. It is also possible that one observation of a simple unpolarized soure willsuÆe. Also, observe some soure or soure omponent of known polarization to alibrate thepolarization position angle.� Allow oasional gaps of 2 minutes or more so that the tape systems an do readbak heksof reorder health. One gap every hour or two is adequate.



{ 11 {3.3. Preparing for CorrelationPositions for orrelation of targets and various kinds of alibrators, inluding phase alibrators,should all assume a oordinate equinox of 2000. By default, VLBA Operations sta� will (1) drawall available positions from the VLBA soure atalog and (2) draw all unavailable positions fromyour observing shedule. Ation (1) an be modi�d by providing lear instrutions through theparameter orsrs in the SCHED key �le. For example, orsrs = 'from SCHED file only' willause all soure positions to be drawn from the observing shedule. Target positions for orrelationshould be aurate to less than 500 mas� 22�GHz ;where �GHz is the observing frequeny in GHz; if possible, it is desired that a target position bebetter than this by a fator of at least 3-5, to provide the best results (Ulvestad 1999a). Keep thisauray in mind when you selet the size of your phase-referened image!We thank Frano Tinarelli (IRA, Bologna) for providing all the plotting apabilities in SCHED.NRAO is a faility of the National Siene Foundation operated under ooperative agreement byAssoiated Universities, In.
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Table 1. VLBA Parameters Related to Phase Referening� �FWHM �s ��128REC �� �S128 tinta �I128m �FWHM(GHz) (0) (s) (MHz) (s) (mJy) (hours) (�Jy beam�1) (mas)[1℄ [2℄ [3℄ [4℄ [5℄ [6℄ [7℄ [8℄ [9℄0.33 126 ... 32 60 50 6.5 380 220.33b 126 ... 24 60 58 6.5 440 220.61b 67 ... 8 60 100 6.5 760 121.4 29 300 32 120 4.7 3.5 69 5.01.7 25 300 32 120 4.8 3.5 69 4.32.3 18 300 32 120 5.2 3.5 76 3.22.3 18 300 16 120 7.8 3.5 110 3.25.0 8 300 32 120 4.7 3.5 68 1.48.4 5 300 32 120 4.8 3.5 69 0.858.4 5 300 16 120 8.9 3.5 130 0.8515 3 120 32 60 12 3.5 130 0.4722 2 60 32 30 31 3.5 230 0.3243 1 30 32 15 69 3.5 360 0.17aAssumes 7-h trak with 0.5 h spent alibrating in in-beam style at � < 1 GHz and 3.5 hspent alibrating in nodding style at � > 1 GHz.bAvailable simultaneously.Available simultaneously.
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Table 2. Eletroni Arhives of VLBA and VLBI Visibility Amplitude PlotsArhive Name � (GHz) Web Address Ref.VLBA Calibrator Survey 2.3, 8.4 http://magnolia.nrao.edu/vlba alib/index.html 1Radio Referene Frame Survey 2.3, 8.4 http://maia.usno.navy.mil/rorf/rr�d.html 2Calteh-Jodrell Bank Surveys 1.7, 5.0 http://astro.alteh.edu/ tjp/j 3VLBA 2 m Survey 15 http://www.v.nrao.edu/2msurvey/ 4Referenes. | (1) Pek & Beasley 1998; (2) Fey & Charlot 1997 and referenes therein; (3) Taylor etal. 1996 and referenes therein; (4) Kellermann et al. 1998



{ 17 {Fig. 1.| Example of the nodding style of phase referening. Top: Calibrator J1419+2706 neartarget NGC5548. Bottom: VLBA image at � = 8:4 GHz of the 2-mJy target NGC5548, asphase referened to the alibrator J1419+2706. The hathed ellipse shows the naturally-weightedsynthesized beam at FWHM.Fig. 2.| Example of the in-beam style of phase referening. Top: Calibrator J1252+5634 neartarget Mrk 231. Bottom: VLBA image at � = 0:33 GHz of the 150-mJy target Mrk 231, as phasereferened to the alibrator J1252+5634. The �lled irle shows the naturally-weighted and taperedsynthesized beam at FWHM.Fig. 3.| Example plots from the target planning tools available in the NRAO sheduling softwareSCHED.Fig. 4.| Skyplot in a Hammer-Aito� projetion of 2700 andidate phase alibrators in the soureatalog, dated 2000 April 17, in use at the VLBA orrelator and distributed with SCHED.
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